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“The public asked for a faster horse”
Henry Ford

• Sure they did.  Who’d heard of automobiles back then?

• Now, its seems, all we hear is a string of endless jargon …              
smart manufacturing; Industrial Internet of Things; Cloud-computing; 
edge-computing; digital transformation; data analytics; artificial 
intelligence … the list goes on.

• If you own or manage a small manufacturing business, odds are you 
are left out of this stream of technology.  According to SCORE1, 
“98.6% of all manufacturing companies in the United States are small 
businesses and the majority of them have fewer than 20 employees.”

1How Small Manufacturing Businesses Drive the U.S. Economy

https://www.score.org/blog/how-small-manufacturing-businesses-drive-us-economy


“How’re we gonna get US manufacturing to use our superb state-
of-the-art tools, if they aren’t in the data game at all?”

a very savvy, concerned senior manager in a DOE affiliate

• This was a serious question, posed to TRP.   Something had to be 
done to enable the vast majority of manufacturing companies in the 
US to move outside their comfort zone.

• As a foil, he suggested we examine the Singapore Smart Industry 
Readiness Index, where we saw the clearest pathway for Legacy  
manufacturers:  the Cloud.

https://speta.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/SIRI-White-Paper.pdf


“Legacy manufacturers know what to ask for, but they hesitate”

TRP

• We see the problem upfront in our practice
• Big Cos have long ago adopted automated data collection in a big way, using 

data historians that amass parametrized time-series data from all their 
processes.  Now, using products such as TrendMiner2, these companies are 
empowering process engineers to do much of the analytics – such as root 
cause analysis – that had formerly been handled by data specialists.  

• By contrast, we see SMEs steadfastly maintaining their spot-check & jot-down 
mode of keeping track of production, a legacy method in need of updating.

• To be clear, this divergence is not just in automation, the key factor in 
the last industrial revolution, Industry 3.0, it is in the far easier, less 
costly use of the Cloud, the hallmark feature of Industry 4.0.

2TRP is a Solution Partner of TrendMiner, skilled in it’s analytics and 
enthusiastically promoting it.   

https://www.trendminer.com/?src=google&kwd=trendminer&utm_term=trendminer&utm_campaign=Remarketing%20-%20Key%20countries%20%7C%20English&utm_source=adwords&utm_medium=ppc&hsa_acc=3146593898&hsa_cam=9761557874&hsa_grp=98010946445&hsa_ad=461693646678&hsa_src=g&hsa_tgt=aud-893227748102%3Akwd-890236787894&hsa_kw=trendminer&hsa_mt=b&hsa_net=adwords&hsa_ver=3&gclid=Cj0KCQiAyJOBBhDCARIsAJG2h5etfa8ePRhyg5hayYSva0Le8xIz0ToSmGplBgw_3oQhUy-VIqDpySMaAr-BEALw_wcB


“COVID-19 is holding us back from modernizing”
a chorus of sincere, well-meaning Legacy manufacturers

• And we get it… one our oldest, most respected, clients explained to us 
recently that his supply chains were disrupted; staff was down 50%; 
management was overworked; moral was low.

• Earlier in the pandemic, many felt that they were facing a dilemma: Either 
go to work and make a living OR stay home and live!

• TRP had a response to that concern that we presented in a webinar 
sponsored by Fuzehub3, “Tips to Implement Safety Measures Without 
Sacrificing Productivity”

• Perhaps not every postponed commitment to upgrade to the Cloud is as 
justified as that of the manager cited above.  Perhaps what is needed is a 
gentle push, a method that enables updating without interfering; that 
inspires and even energizes the entire staff – management and workers …

3FuzeHub is non-profit organization that serves as the statewide 

New York Manufacturing Extension Partnership (NYMEP) center

https://newyorkmep.org/mrei-safety/


“Someday we’ll update.” (anonymous)
“Hey, it’s someday.” (TRP)

• Is it ever going to be easier than 
seeing – experiencing – right on a 
conference room table, a full 
demonstration of what it means for 
data to be collected and sent to the 
Cloud?

• Is it ever going to be easier to share 
with management and staff; to 
brainstorm hopes and to express 
concerns than with this, the TRP Data 
Flow Suitcase?



“Reach for the Cloud with Wind4 at your back”
TRP (and maybe that DOE guy who inspired us)

• Record information electronically 
with TimeIt, adding pictures, 
videos, time-stamps.

• Get everyone on board: techs, 
supervisors, sales, maintenance, 
management.

• All this AND hold on to your 
legacy methods until you are 
ready to transfer. 


